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Abstract

Isotherms of Pd–H clusters with different sizes differ from bulk isotherms: they show a largely enhanced solubility in the low-concentration regime. The isotherms resemble those of bulk above the critical point, they show no flat plateau region, but a slope. However, the existence of a hysteresis gives evidence for a phase transition even in small Pd–H clusters. Structural studies of 6.0 nm clusters show a transition between two cubic phases. 3.8 nm Pd–H clusters always show an icosahedral structure in the low and high concentration regime. For an intermediate size of 5.0 nm Pd–H clusters, the lattice structure changes during H-absorption, from cubic to, most probably, icosahedral. The slope in the cluster isotherm’s two-phase region is here attributed to stress emerging between the surfactant shell and the cluster during hydrogen-loading.
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1. Introduction

To study differences in the physical behaviour between a large size (bulk) and a small size (cluster) system the palladium–hydrogen system is ideal. The bulk behaviour is well studied and many physical parameters are known [1,2]. Because of the noble character of palladium, clusters can be prepared with only a very thin oxide surface that can be removed by a hydrogenation treatment [3]. So, the properties of pure metal–hydrogen clusters can be deduced and compared with those of the bulk metal–hydrogen system.

However, clusters have to be stabilised to prevent undesired agglomeration and growth. This can be done by depositing clusters onto a substrate or by embedding them in a metal or polymer matrix, or in a surfactant shell. Unfortunately, stabilisers effect the physical properties of the clusters. To minimise the stabiliser impact we choose elastically soft stabilisers like polymers or surfactants for our studies [3,4]. Also, chemical effects are expected to be minimised by the comparably weak bonding between the metal and the alkyl chains of the stabilisers. Since soft stabilisers can be destroyed at temperatures around 100 °C, studies are limited to a small temperature window.

If the hydrogen permeability through a polymer is small, the time-scale for such studies can be very long [3]. Therefore, we will focus on results obtained by using surfactant stabilised clusters. These clusters are directly reachable for the gas molecules which just have to penetrate the surfactant shell. Gravimetrical measurements show that thermodynamical equilibrium is reached within 30 min in the single phase regions.

Recently, Reetz and Helbig [5] proposed a method to prepare clusters by an electrochemical technique where the medium cluster size can be controlled by changing the preparation parameters and the cluster size distribution is narrow. This is essential for our purpose to study the influence of the cluster size on the physical properties.

Clusters have a high surface-to-volume atom ratio. Therefore, it is expected that physical properties are dominated by surface effects. Christmann [6] and Behm et al. [7] showed, by studying hydrogen sorption at surfaces of freshly cut palladium bulk material, that these surfaces have a higher solubility compared to bulk. At room temperature, bulk palladium absorbs about 0.6 hydrogen per palladium atom (H/Pd), the palladium surface sorbs about 1 H/Pd and the sub-surface sorbs hydrogen with an increased solubility. Muschio et al. [8] even found that this sub-surface region
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Palladium clusters were stabilised in tetracylammonium bromide by using the electrochemical method described by Reetz and Helbig [5] in which an electrolysis cell with two electrodes is used. By applying a constant current density the Pd-electrode dissolves and single-sized Pd-clusters embedded in the surfactant shell were formed [12,13]. Elemental analyses reveal an amount of 60–80 wt.% of palladium within the cluster–stabiliser mixture. The cluster size and cluster size distribution was determined by transmission electron microscopy and high resolution electron microscopy. The clusters in this paper have sizes between 3.0 and 6.0 nm. All sizes were determined from electron microscopy images by measuring more than 150 clusters. The full width half maximum of each cluster size distribution is about 0.8 nm, and thus, quite narrow. Isotherms were taken by using a gas-loading gravimetric Sartorius balance. During hydrogen loading also in small clusters and if there is a phase transition, X-ray diffraction pattern were recorded. For 6.0 nm clusters, cubic Bragg reflections were measured, as shown in Fig. 3. During hydrogen loading (increased hy-

2. Experimental details

Palladium clusters were stabilised in tetracylammonium bromide by using the electrochemical method described by Reetz and Helbig [5] in which an electrolysis cell with two electrodes is used. By applying a constant current density the Pd-electrode dissolves and single-sized Pd-clusters embedded in the surfactant shell were formed [12,13]. Elemental analyses reveal an amount of 60–80 wt.% of palladium within the cluster–stabiliser mixture. The cluster size and cluster size distribution was determined by transmission electron microscopy and high resolution electron microscopy. The clusters in this paper have sizes between 3.0 and 6.0 nm. All sizes were determined from electron microscopy images by measuring more than 150 clusters. The full width half maximum of each cluster size distribution is about 0.8 nm, and thus, quite narrow. Isotherms were taken by using a gas-loading gravimetric Sartorius balance. During hydrogen loading also in small clusters and if there is a phase transition, X-ray diffraction pattern were recorded. For 6.0 nm clusters, cubic Bragg reflections were measured, as shown in Fig. 3. During hydrogen loading (increased hy-

3. Isotherms and structural studies on palladium–hydrogen clusters

Gravimetric measurements were obtained by monitoring the hydrogen sorption behaviour of the palladium clusters. Fig. 1 summarises the isotherms of 5.2 and 3.0 nm palladium–hydrogen clusters in logarithmic scaling [14]. For comparison the palladium–hydrogen bulk isotherm is also plotted. The clusters isotherms resemble those of the palladium–hydrogen bulk system above the critical point: they show an enhanced low-concentration solubility as well as a reduced high concentration solubility. Furthermore, in the medium concentration range the isotherm does not show a plateau but a sloped isotherm.
Fig. 2. Pressure–concentration isotherms of (a) 5.2 nm Pd–H clusters and (b) 3.0 nm Pd–H clusters obtained by gravimetrical measurements at room temperature during loading and unloading [14]. A hysteresis can be seen opening in the medium concentration range.

Fig. 3. Four X-ray diffraction pattern of 6.0 nm Pd–H clusters for different H-gas-pressures. Cubic lattice reflections were measured. A phase transition is visible for pressures at about 6.5 × 10² Pa (not shown here), showing the presence of structures other than the cubic ones.

HREM images show an amorphous-like picture of these small clusters. No straight lattice fringes can be found. In the HREM diffraction modus, for some clusters five-fold symmetries can be determined. Results on Au-, Pd- or Cu-clusters [15–17] show that these structures can be icosahedral as well as decahedral and others.

According to molecular-dynamics simulations on palladium clusters with closed atomic shells [18,19] the icosahedral structure is energetically favoured compared to the cubic structure for small sizes. Decahedral structures or others were never gained during these simulations. Therefore, we suppose that small palladium clusters have icosahedral structure.

Hydrogen absorption shifts the Bragg reflections to smaller angles which is, again, due to the lattice expansion during hydrogen absorption in interstitial lattice sites. This is due to the lattice expansion during hydrogen absorption in interstitial lattice sites. At pressures above 3 × 10⁵ Pa, only the reflections of the hydride phase are visible, showing that the transition is completed.

Fig. 1 also shows a ‘sloped plateau’ for the 3.0 nm small Pd–H clusters. Again, it appears in the same pressure range as that of the Pd–H bulk system. A hysteresis is also found for these small clusters (Fig. 2b) verifying the existence of a phase transition. But in clusters the two phases appear simultaneously. This is in good accordance with the isotherm where the hysteresis was also found in a concentration range with a sloped isotherm. Also, it strongly shows that the critical point for the phase transition is still above room temperature for the 6.0 nm clusters.

Supports the existence of bulk-like phases in 6.0 nm Pd–H clusters. Their lattice parameter is slightly changed. Also it verifies the phase transition in 6.0 nm small clusters. At pressures above 3 × 10⁵ Pa, only the reflections of the hydride phase are visible, showing that the transition is completed.

This is a big difference to the bulk phase transition, where a higher equilibrium pressure results in the appearance of the α’-phase and a complete vanish of the α-phase lattice reflections. This is due to a constant chemical potential, or a constant equilibrium pressure, during the phase transition. But in clusters the two phases appear simultaneously. This is in good accordance with the isotherm where the hysteresis was also found in a concentration range with a sloped isotherm. Also, it strongly shows that the critical point for the phase transition is still above room temperature for the 6.0 nm clusters.

Fig. 4 shows some differences. Each peak of the pattern is extremely broad, as expected for small particles like clusters. Additionally, the position of the first and the second reflection at lower angle are narrowed compared to the (1 1 1) and (2 0 0) cubic lattice reflections. And, there is an increased intensity between 50 and 55° (not shown here), showing the presence of structures other than the cubic ones.

According to molecular-dynamics simulations on palladium clusters with closed atomic shells [18,19] the icosahedral structure is energetically favoured compared to the cubic structure for small sizes. Decahedral structures or others were never gained during these simulations. Therefore, we suppose that small palladium clusters have icosahedral structure.
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Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) 3.6 nm and (b) 3.0 nm Pd-H clusters for different H-gas-pressures [14]. Each peak is very broad due to the small cluster size. The positions of the two lower angle reflections are narrower compared to those of the cubic lattice.
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Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction pattern of 5.0 nm Pd-H clusters for two different H-gas-pressures [18]. At 2.1 x 10^3 Pa, the pattern changes its shape. While the second reflection stays constant in its integrated intensity, the first one’s intensity is reduced (arrows).

4. Discussion

The isotherms of Pd-H clusters resemble those of Pd-H bulk above the critical point. As discussed above, this is not because of a reduced critical point. We assume that different contributions lead to the unusual isotherms shape.

Phase transitions were found in all Pd-H clusters, by looking at the lattice structure or, in case of small clusters, by measuring a hysteresis. In bulk Pd-H the hysteresis was understood as resulting from dislocations generation and movement during the phase transition [20,21]. However, in small clusters dislocations will not occur and the hysteresis in cluster isotherms must have a different origin. Schwarz and Katchaturian [22] have proposed another explanation for the hysteresis in Pd-H by applying the thermodynamics of an open, coherent system [23]. This thermodynamics differs drastically from the classical, Gibbsian thermodynamics. By taking coherency stress into account different
chemical potentials can be achieved. Schwarz and Katchaturian showed that this leads to different chemical potentials during loading and unloading in Pd–H, thus, forming a hysteresis loop. Following this theory, a relation between the absorption and desorption pressure has to be fulfilled. Sachs et al. [27] showed that this relation holds for different Pd–H cluster isotherms. To conclude, hysteresis in clusters can be understood by means of the thermodynamics of the open, coherent system. In this thermodynamic approach, the small sample size was not taken into account.

Now the question arises, why the measured isotherms show a ‘sloped plateau’ and not a flat one. In the beginning, we argued to choose mechanically soft stabilisers like surfactants or polymers. However, as recent results on thin film deposited on polymer substrates have shown, also here large stresses can arise during hydrogen loading [24]. In case of a polyniobium film on polycarbonate compressive stress of about −2 GPa were calculated. But, as long as the polymer substrate is thin, it can be strained and the total stress is reduced. However, mechanical stress gives an additional contribution to the chemical potential [25,26] and, therewith, tilt the plateau into a ‘sloped plateau’. This was argued to happen for thin metal–hydrogen films deposited on elastically hard substrates [25,26]. We assume that stress also arises between the cluster and its surfactants and that this stress tilts the plateau into a ‘sloped plateau’. Other explanations, like a broad cluster size distribution and a variety of bend surface energy contributions [27] can be excluded because, in our experiments, the cluster size distribution is narrow but the ‘sloped plateau’ is visible. Comparing our results with those obtained by Züttel et al. [28] on clusters compressed in a copper matrix shows that for their clusters, also, a ‘sloped plateau’ exists. The slope is steeper than for our clusters. This finding is in accordance with the assumption that stress changes the clusters isotherms: it is expected that the stress arising between palladium and a metal is larger than that arising between palladium and a surfactant shell. To conclude, the cluster isotherm shape can be explained by taking subsurface sites as well as mechanical stress into account.

5. Summary

Isotherms of Pd–H clusters differ drastically from those of the Pd–H bulk system. They resemble isotherms above the critical point for the phase transition: they show an increased solubility in the low concentration range, a decreased solubility in the high concentration range and, in between, a sloped isotherm. Changes in the solubility were attributed to hydrogen sorption in subsurface sites. Measurements of hysteresis have shown that phase transitions must occur in clusters even though the isotherms show no flat plateau region. Structural studies on large clusters have directly monitored the phase transition by the appearance of cubic hydride reflections. For small clusters only reflection shifts could be detected during hydrogen loading. For 5.0 nm clusters, a reversible lattice change occurs during hydrogen loading between a cubic and, most probably, an icosahedral structure. The ‘sloped plateau’ of clusters was attributed to mechanical stress occurring between the Pd-cluster and its surfactants during hydrogen sorption.
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